A conditional lethal mutation in Rana grylio virus ORF 53R resulted in a marked reduction in virion formation.
Rana grylio virus (RGV) is a pathogenic iridovirus that has resulted in high mortality in cultured frog. Here, a recombinant RGV (i53R-RGV-lacIO) containing the inducible lac repressor/operator system was constructed. i53R-RGV-lacIO was a conditional lethal mutant in which the expression of envelope protein 53R was regulated by IPTG. i53R-RGV-lacIO shared characteristics similar to RGV in the presence of IPTG. However, the expression level of 53R, the ability of plaques formation, and the virus titers were strongly reduced in the absence of IPTG. Electron microscopy showed that the number of progeny virus produced by i53R-RGV-lacIO was remarkably reduced without IPTG. Furthermore, over-expression of 53R in vitro could increase titers of i53R-RGV-lacIO in the absence of IPTG. Therefore, the current data suggested that the lac repressor/operator system could regulate gene expression in the recombinant iridovirus. Our study was thought to be the first report of the system in aquatic virus.